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Exam 98-349 MTA Windows Operating
System Fundamentals
2012-05-15

the microsoft technology associate certification mta curriculum
helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology
concepts with a foundation for students careers as well as the
confidence they need to succeed in advanced studies through the
use of moac mta titles you can help ensure your students future
success in and out of the classroom this mta text covers the
following windows operating system vital fundamental skills
understanding operating system configurations installing and
upgrading client systems managing applications managing files
and folders managing devices understanding operating system
maintenance click here to learn more about microsoft technology
associate mta a new and innovative certification track designed to
provide a pathway for future success in technology courses and
careers

Exam 98-367 Security Fundamentals
2011-04-05

students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong
foundation in the basics before moving on to more advanced
technology courses and certification programs the microsoft
technology associate mta is a new and innovative certification
track designed to provide a pathway for future success in
technology courses and careers the mta program curriculum
helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology
concepts and provides students with a foundation for their
careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in



advanced studies through the use of moac mta titles you can help
ensure your students future success in and out of the classroom
vital fundamentals of security are included such as understanding
security layers authentication authorization and accounting they
will also become familair with security policies network security
and protecting the server and client

Exam 98-366
2011-02-15

students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong
foundation in the basics before moving on to more advanced
technology courses and certification programs the microsoft
technology associate mta is a new and innovative certification
track designed to provide a pathway for future success in
technology courses and careers the mta program curriculum
helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology
concepts and provides students with a foundation for their
careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in
advanced studies through the use of moac mta titles you can help
ensure your students future success in and out of the classroom
this text covers the fundamentals of local area networking
defining networks with the osi model and understanding wired
and wireless networks in addition it includes understanding
internet protocol implementing tcp ip and working with
networking services your students will better understand wide
area networks along with defining network infrastructures and
network security

Exam 98-349 Windows Operating



System Fundamentals 2E
2017-08-18

the microsoft official academic course moac textbook for mta
windows operating system fundamentals exam 98 349 2nd edition
is focused primarily on operating configurations and maintenance
in windows moac offers an official mlo lab environment and lab
manual to further aid in your study for this exam successful skills
mastery of exam 98 349 can help students with securing a career
within an it enterprise and help them to differentiate job hunters
in today s competitive job market this exam will cover
considerations into the following understanding operating system
configurations installing and upgrading client systems managing
applications managing files and folders managing devices
understanding operating system maintenance the moac it
professional series is the official from microsoft turn key
workforce training program that leads to professional
certification and was authored for college instructors and college
students moac gets instructors ready to teach and students ready
for work by delivering essential resources in 5 key areas
instructor readiness student software student assessment
instruction resources and learning validation with the microsoft
official academic course program you are getting instructional
support from microsoft materials that are accurate and make
course delivery easy

Exam 98-364 MTA Database
Administration Fundamentals
2011-07-12

students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong



foundation in the basics before moving on to more advanced
technology courses and certification programs the microsoft
technology associate mta is a new and innovative certification
track designed to provide a pathway for future success in
technology courses and careers the mta program curriculum
helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology
knowledge and provides students with a foundation for their
careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in
advanced studies through the use of moac mta titles you can help
ensure your students future success in and out of the classroom
database administration fundamentals covers introductory
knowledge and skills including relational databases core database
concepts relational database concepts security requirements for
databases and the data stored in them database objects such as
tables and views graphical tools and t sql scripts database queries
and stored procedures

Database Fundamentals
2016-05-20

complete coverage of the microsoft technology associate exam 98
364 starting form zero this book is intended for everyone studying
for the mta database fundamentals exam and everybody
interested in learning about sql server in general using screen
shots and sample code this book delivers all the relevant
information in the easiest way it also includes test questions and
exam tips after studying this book you ll have learnt a lot about
databases in general sql server in particular and be ready for the
exam



Exam 98-363 Web Development
Fundamentals
2011-06-07

students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong
foundation in the basics before moving on to more advanced
technology courses and certification programs the microsoft
technology associate mta is a new and innovative certification
track designed to provide a pathway for future success in
technology courses and careers the mta program curriculum
helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology
concepts provides students with a foundation for their careers
and helps them gain the confidence they need to succeed in
advanced studies help ensure your students success through the
use of moac mta titles your students will master the basic skills of
creating basic and interactive web pages they will gain an
understanding of xml the dataset the datareader and wcf also
included are subjects such as database controls and objects the
text also covers the fundamentals of client side scripting and ajax
concepts as well as handling debugging and errors skills such as
configuring and deploying web applications are also covered

Networking Fundamentals
2019-12-17

become well versed with basic networking concepts such as
routing switching and subnetting and prepare for the microsoft
98 366 exam key featuresbuild a strong foundation in networking
conceptsexplore both the hardware and software aspects of
networkingprepare by taking mock tests with up to date exam
questionsbook description a network is a collection of computers



servers mobile devices or other computing devices connected for
sharing data this book will help you become well versed in basic
networking concepts and prepare to pass microsoft s mta
networking fundamentals exam 98 366 following microsoft s
official syllabus the book starts by covering network
infrastructures to help you differentiate intranets internets and
extranets and learn about network topologies you ll then get up to
date with common network hardware devices such as routers and
switches and the media types used to connect them together as
you advance the book will take you through different protocols
and services and the requirements to follow a standardized
approach to networking you ll get to grips with the osi and tcp ip
models as well as ipv4 and ipv6 the book also shows you how to
recall ip addresses through name resolution finally you ll be able
to practice everything you ve learned and take the exam
confidently with the help of mock tests by the end of this
networking book you ll have developed a strong foundation in the
essential networking concepts needed to pass exam 98 366 what
you will learn things you will learn become well versed in
networking topologies and conceptsunderstand network
infrastructures such as intranets extranets and moreexplore
network switches routers and other network hardware devicesget
to grips with different network protocols and models such as osi
and tcp ipwork with a variety of network services such as dhcp
nat firewalls and remote accessapply networking concepts in
different real world scenarioswho this book is for if you re new to
the it industry or simply want to gain a thorough understanding of
networking this book is for you a basic understanding of the
windows operating system and your network environment will be
helpful



Exam 98-375 HTML5 Application
Development Fundamentals
2012-11-28

the microsoft technology associate certification mta curriculum
helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology
concepts with a foundation for students careers as well as the
confidence they need to succeed in advanced studies through the
use of moac mta titles you can help ensure your students future
success in and out of the classroom this mta text covers the
following html5 application vital fundamental skills manage the
application life cycle build the user interface by using html5
format the user interface by using css code by using javascript
click here to learn more about the microsoft technology associate
mta a new and innovative certification track designed to provide a
pathway for future success in technology courses and careers

Exam 98-365 MTA Windows Server
Administration Fundamentals
2011-03-01

students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong
foundation in the basics before moving on to more advanced
technology courses and certification programs the microsoft
technology associate mta is a new and innovative certification
track designed to provide a pathway for future success in
technology courses and careers the mta program curriculum
helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology
concepts and provides students with a foundation for their
careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in
advanced studies through the use of moac mta titles you can help



ensure your students future success in and out of the classroom
server fundamentals such as managing windows servers including
virtualization and storage along with monitoring and
troubleshooting servers are included it also covers such topics as
essential naming directory and print services students also learn
of popular windows network services and applications

Exam 98-373 Mobile Development
Fundamentals
2012-11-28

the microsoft technology associatecertification certification mta
curriculum helps instructors teach and validate fundamental
technology concepts with a foundation for students careers as
well as the confidence they need to succeed in advanced studies
through the use of moac mta titles you can help ensure your
students future success in and out of the classroom this mta
mobile development text covers the following vital fundamental
skills work with physical devices use data with mobile devices use
a mobile application development environment develop mobile
applications click here to learn more about the microsoft
technology associate mta a new and innovative certification track
designed to provide a pathway for future success in technology
courses and careers

Exam 98-361 MTA Software
Development Fundamentals
2011-05-03

students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong
foundation in the basics before moving on to more advanced



technology courses and certification programs the microsoft
technology associate mta is a new and innovative certification
track designed to provide a pathway for future success in
technology courses and careers the mta program curriculum
helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology
concepts and provides students with a foundation for their
careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in
advanced studies through the use of moac mta titles you can help
ensure your students future success in and out of the classroom
this text covers fundamental skills in such areas as programming
and an understanding of general software development web
desktop and database applications

Exam 98-372 Microsoft .NET
Fundamentals
2012-08-14

the microsoft technology associate certification mta curriculum
helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology
concepts with a foundation for sudents careers as well as the
confidence they need to succeed in advanced studies through the
use of moac mta titles you can help ensure your students future
success in and out of the classroom this mta text covers the
following microsoft net fundamental skills understanding net
framework concepts understanding namespaces and classes in
the net framework understanding net code compilation
understanding i o classes in the net framework understanding
security click here to learn more about the microsoft technology
associate mta a new and innovative certification track designed to
provide a pathway for future success in technology courses and
careers



Microsoft MTA Software Development
Fundamentals Exam Review Questions
and Practice Tests
2011

mta certifications are a great place to start if you would like to
get into the technology field mta certifications address a wide
spectrum of fundamental technical concepts assess and validate
core technical knowledge and enhance technical credibility
preparing for the microsoft mta software development
fundamentals mta 98 361 exam to become a certified microsoft
mta software development fundamentals mta 98 361 by microsoft
here we have brought best exam questions for you so that you can
prepare well for this exam unlike other online simulation practice
tests you get an ebook version that is easy to read remember
these questions you can simply rely on these questions for
successfully certifying this exam

Microsoft MTA Windows Server
Administration Fundamentals Exam
Review Questions and Practice Tests
2015-02-10

candidates for this exam are familiar with the concepts and the
technologies of windows server administration candidates should
have some hands on experience with windows server windows
based networking active directory account management and
system recovery tools and concepts preparing for the microsoft
mta windows server administration fundamentals exam to become
a certified microsoft mta windows server administration



fundamentals mta 98 365 by microsoft here we have brought best
exam questions for you so that you can prepare well for this exam
unlike other online simulation practice tests you get an ebook
version that is easy to read remember these questions you can
simply rely on these questions for successfully certifying this
exam

Microsoft MTA Windows Operating
System Fundamentals Exam Practice
Questions & Dumps
2015-02-09

mta certifications are a great place to start if you would like to
get into the technology field mta certifications address a wide
spectrum of fundamental technical concepts assess and validate
core technical knowledge and enhance technical credibility
preparing for the microsoft mta windows operating system
fundamentals exam here we have brought best exam questions
for you so that you can prepare well for this exam of microsoft
mta windows operating system fundamentals 98 349 exam unlike
other online simulation practice tests you get a ebook version that
is easy to read remember these questions you can simply rely on
these questions for successfully certifying this exam

Windows Server Administration
Fundamentals
2011-05-24

the microsoft technology associate mta certification is an entry
level certification which serves as a good starting point for



students and educators who may eventually progress to the
higher programs simply put it assesses the foundational
knowledge necessary to pursue mcse mcsd and the like the mta
certification focuses more on knowledge and a little less on skills
however the knowledge areas are all based on ms products so you
must know those products inside and out questions on the general
knowledge are relatively easy product and technology specific
technical questions however are way more difficult this is why we
developed this study product we focus on those difficult topics
that involve difficult technical skills we want you to be able to
answer these difficult questions and secure exam success
accordingly exam 98 349 windows operating system
fundamentals is all about windows 7 topics covered include
understanding operating system configurations installing and
upgrading client systems managing applications managing files
and folders managing devices understanding operating system
maintenance

MTA Microsoft Technology Associate
Exam 98-349 Windows Operating
System Fundamentals ExamFOCUS
Study Notes and Review Questions
2015 Edition
2017-03-26

in the early days of certification study preparation the focus was
almost exclusively on cramming we had a new medium for
content that didn t come with the same restrictions as the more
traditional forms we could present material as we felt was
necessary and we could do it quicker as the certification industry
grew so did the approach to gaining readership in many cases



publishers had their focus shifted away from ultimate
understanding of what was being covered to producing word for
word exact match contents significantly motivated by increasing
revenue while it s definitely easier to produce content by going
that route we don t believe it s the only way to conquer an exam
at the same time we don t believe readers need the 500 page
megatext as long as there s a balance we are happy our mission
at examreview is to be a part of that balance our no frills
examfocus study notes are written to be plain simple and straight
forward we don t paginate material to increase page count we
break them apart across logical boundaries to improve readability
all fancy extra features are removed we provide study notes that
are concise and occupying less pages so to save trees and we
want you to be up and ready as easy as possible we are the
original developer of our no frills exam prep products contents
are developed entirely in house basing on our own research
efforts we believe that with the right preparation material and the
right study approach everyone can clear exams ethically many of
our products include practice review questions think of these as
challenges presented to you so to assess your comprehension of
the subject matters

MTA Microsoft Technology Associate
Exam 98-365 Windows Server
Administration Fundamentals
ExamFOCUS Study Notes and Review
Questions 2015 Edition
2016-05-09

students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong
foundation in the basics before moving on to more advanced



technology courses and certification programs the microsoft
technology associate mta is a new and innovative certification
track designed to provide a pathway for future success in
technology courses and careers the mta program curriculum
helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology
concepts and provides students with a foundation for their
careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in
advanced studies through the use of moac mta titles you can help
ensure your students future success in and out of the classroom
windows developer fundamentals covers the foundations of
windows development as well as mta 98 362 exam objectives the
following areas are covered the various types of applications that
run on windows how to create graphical user interface gui
applications that run on windows by using windows forms or
windows presentation foundation wpf how windows services are
programmed and hosted on a computer that runs windows how to
access data from various sources for use in a windows based
application and how to successfully deploy a windows application
to target computers

Exam 98-362
2017

mta 98 349 windows operating system fundamentals ucertify
course and lab is an easy to use online course that allows you to
assess your readiness and teaches you what you need to know to
pass the microsoft 98 349 exam master all of the mta 98 349
exam objectives in the framework of mta windows operating
system fundamentals interactive ebook the interactive ebook
includes informative text tables step by step lists images
interactive exercises glossary flash cards and review activities the
course comes complete with extensive pre and post assessment
tests in total there are over 300 practice questions the award



winning ucertify labs help bridge the gap between conceptual
knowledge and real world application by providing competency
based interactive online 24x7 training ucertify labs simulate real
world hardware software applications and operating systems and
command line interfaces the 400 labs are supplemented with
videos demonstrating lab solutions students can feel safe working
in this virtual environment resolving real world operating system
and hardware problems all of the content the complete ebook the
practice questions the exercises and the labs is focused around
the official microsoft exam objectives

Mta 98-349
2012-05

a two book set for those on the microsoft technology associate
track to move forward with technology the set includes exam 98
366 mta networking fundamentals and exam 98 365 mta windows
server administration fundamentals the mta exam 98 365 text
covers fundamentals such as managing and troubleshooting
servers it also addresses topics ranging from directory to print
services the exam 98 366 text covers lan basics wired and
wireless networks and defining networks with the osi model it
addresses internet protocol tcp ip and networking services
students learn more about defining network infrastructures and
security the microsoft technology associate certification track
offers a path to success in technology

Exam 98-365 Windows Server
Administration Fundamentals
2013-05-06



the microsoft technology associate certification mta curriculum
helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology
concepts with a foundation for sudents careers as well as the
confidence they need to succeed in advanced studies through the
use of moac mta titles you can help ensure your students future
success in and out of the classroom this mta text covers the
following gaming development vital fundamental skills
understand game design understand hardware understand
graphics understand animation click here to learn more about the
microsoft technology associate mta a new and innovative
certification track designed to provide a pathway for future
success in technology courses and careers

Exam 98-367 MTA Security
Fundamentals
2015-02-10

the microsoft technology associate mta certification is an entry
level certification which serves as a good starting point for
students and educators who may eventually progress to the
higher programs simply put it assesses the foundational
knowledge necessary to pursue mcse mcsd and the like the mta
certification focuses more on knowledge and a little less on skills
however the knowledge areas are all based on ms products so you
must know those products inside and out the mta certification
focuses more on knowledge and a little less on skills there are
several objectives covered in the net fundamentals exam 98 372
including object oriented programming data types and collections
events and exceptions code compilation and deployment i o
classes security for the exam programming language is not an
issue it is the concept behind the development effort that is
important



Exam 98-366 MTA Networking
Fundamentals with 98-365 MTA Win
Svr Adm Fund and Wind OS Fund MTA
98-349 Set
2017-09-18

students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong
foundation in the basics before moving on to more advanced
technology courses and certification programs the microsoft
technology associate mta is a new and innovative certification
track designed to provide a pathway for future success in
technology courses and careers the mta program curriculum
helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology
concepts and provides students with a foundation for their
careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in
advanced studies through the use of moac mta titles you can help
ensure your students future success in and out of the classroom
this text covers the fundamentals of local area networking
defining networks with the osi model and understanding wired
and wireless networks in addition it includes understanding
internet protocol implementing tcp ip and working with
networking services your students will better understand wide
area networks along with defining network infrastructures and
network security

Exam 98-374 Gaming Development
Fundamentals
2013-02-06

the microsoft technology associate mta certification is an entry



level certification which serves as a good starting point for
students and educators who may eventually progress to the
microsoft technology specialist mcts or higher programs simply
put it assesses the foundational knowledge necessary to pursue
mcts mcitp or mcpd certifications the certification focuses more
on knowledge and a little less on skills however the knowledge
areas are all based on ms products so you must know those
products inside and out questions on the general knowledge are
relatively easy product and technology specific technical
questions however are way more difficult this is why we
developed this study product we focus on those difficult topics
that involve difficult technical skills we want you to be able to
answer these difficult questions and secure exam success
accordingly exam 98 366 networking fundamentals deals with the
basics of windows networking exam 98 367 security fundamentals
is designed to provide candidates with an assessment of their
knowledge of fundamental security concepts both exams share
many common knowledge topics so it makes sense to study both
together

Mta Microsoft Technology Associate
Exam 98-372 .net Fundamentals
Examfocus Study Notes & Review
Questions 2015 Edition
2016

manage and administer your environment with ease about this
book get your hands on learning the fundamentals to managing
and administering windows server 2016 a step by step guide that
will help you develop necessary skills and knowledge to manage
an enterprise environment learn to implement strong networking



and security practices into your windows server environment who
this book is for if you are a system administrator or an it
professional interested in configuring and deploying windows
server 2016 then this book is for you this book will also help
readers clear the mta windows server administration
fundamentals 98 365 exam what you will learn become familiar
with windows server os concepts learn how to install windows
server 2016 learn how to install device drivers and run services in
windows server 2016 learn how to add and install roles in
windows server 2016 learn how to apply gpo to your windows
server 2016 environment learn how to tune maintain update and
troubleshoot windows server 2016 prepare for the mta 98 365
exam in detail windows server 2016 is the server operating
system developed by microsoft as part of the windows nt family of
operating systems developed concurrently with windows 10 this
book is designed to get you started with windows server 2016 it
will prepare you for your mta 98 365 exam with step by step
instructions driven by targeted easy to understand graphics you
will be able to understand the roles features functions and quirks
of windows server 2016 the book begins with the basics of
windows server 2016 which includes the installation process and
basic configuration you will then move on to roles and features
such as active directory hyper v remote access storage and
printer with the help of real world examples you will get to grips
with the fundamentals of windows server 2016 which will help
you solve difficult tasks the easy way later the book also shows
you maintenance and troubleshooting tasks where with the help
of best practices you will be able to manage windows server 2016
with ease each chapter ends with a questionnaire to ensure you
make the best use of the content provided by the end of this book
you will have the knowledge required to administer and manage
windows server environments style and approach with step by
step instructions driven by targeted easy to understand graphics
this book explains and shows you how to use the roles and



features functions and quirks of the windows server 2016 the
chapters are presented in a step by step format accompanied by
graphics wherever applicable

Exam 98-366 Networking
Fundamentals 2nd Edition
2017

welcome to mta 98 367 security fundamentals ucertify course and
labs mta 98 366 networking fundamentals ucertify course and
labs is an easy to use online mta 98 367 security fundamentals
ucertify course and labs is an easy to use online course that
allows you to assess your readiness and teaches you what you
need to know to pass the microsoft 98 367 exam master all of the
mta 98 367 exam objectives in the framework of mta security
fundamentals interactive ebook the interactive ebook includes
informative text tables step by step lists images interactive
exercises glossary flash cards and review activities the course
comes complete with extensive pre and post assessment tests in
total there are over 85 practice questions the award winning
ucertify labs help bridge the gap between conceptual knowledge
and real world application by providing competency based
interactive online 24x7 training ucertify labs simulate real world
hardware software applications and operating systems and
command line interfaces the 370 labs are supplemented with
videos demonstrating lab solutions students can feel safe working
in this virtual environment resolving real world operating system
and hardware problems all of the content the complete ebook the
practice questions the exercises and the labs is focused around
the official microsoft exam objectives



Exam 98-366 Networking
Fundamentals with Exam 98-367
Security Fundamentals Set
2013-04-16

the microsoft technology associate mta certification is an entry
level certification which serves as a good starting point for
students and educators who may eventually progress to the
microsoft technology specialist mcts or higher programs simply
put it assesses the foundational knowledge necessary to pursue
mcts mcitp or mcpd certifications the certification focuses more
on knowledge and a little less on skills however the knowledge
areas are all based on ms products so you must know those
products inside and out questions on the general knowledge are
relatively easy product and technology specific technical
questions however are way more difficult this is why we
developed this study product we focus on those difficult topics
that involve difficult technical skills we want you to be able to
answer these difficult questions and secure exam success
accordingly exam 98 364 database fundamentals is designed to
allow candidates to assess their knowledge of and skills with sql
server databases and operations topics covered include
understanding core database concepts creating database objects
manipulating data understanding data storage administering a
database

EXAM 98-361 SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT FUNDAMENTALS



SECOND EDITION.
2017-12-07

welcome to mta 98 366 networking fundamentals ucertify course
and labs mta 98 366 networking fundamentals ucertify course
and labs is an easy to use online course that allows you to assess
your readiness and teaches you what you need to know to pass
the microsoft 98 366 exam master all of the mta 98 366 exam
objectives in the framework of mta networking fundamentals
interactive ebook the interactive ebook includes informative text
tables step by step lists images interactive exercises glossary
flash cards and review activities the course comes complete with
extensive pre and post assessment tests in total there are over
190 practice questions the award winning ucertify labs help
bridge the gap between conceptual knowledge and real world
application by providing competency based interactive online
24x7 training ucertify labs simulate real world hardware software
applications and operating systems and command line interfaces
the 370 labs are supplemented with videos demonstrating lab
solutions students can feel safe working in this virtual
environment resolving real world operating system and hardware
problems all of the content the complete ebook the practice
questions the exercises and the labs is focused around the official
microsoft exam objectives

Exam 98-366 Networking
Fundamentals
2016-12-12

this exam measures your ability to accomplish technical tasks
such as understanding the cloud enabling microsoft cloud



services administering office 365 and microsoft intune using and
configuring microsoft cloud services and supporting cloud users
students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong
foundation in the basics before moving on to more advanced
technology courses and certification programs the microsoft
technology associate mta is a new and innovative certification
track designed to provide a pathway for future success in
technology courses and careers the mta program curriculum
helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology
concepts and provides students with a foundation for their
careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in
advanced studies through the use of moac mta titles you can help
ensure your students future success in and out of the classroom
students will learn key cloud services and terminology microsoft
cloud services microsoft office 365 and intune administration and
the ability to use configure or support parts of other key microsoft
technologies for cloud services including sharepoint online skype
for business online exchange online and onedrive

MTA Microsoft Technology Associate
Exam 98-366 and 367 Networking and
Security Fundamentals ExamFOCUS
Study Notes and Review Questions
SPECIAL EDITION for READER with
LOW VISION
2013-01-02

this exam measures your ability to accomplish technical tasks
such as understanding device configuration understanding data
access and management understanding device security



understanding cloud services and understanding enterprise
mobility students who are beginning studies in technology need a
strong foundation in the basics before moving on to more
advanced technology courses and certification programs the
microsoft technology associate mta is a new and innovative
certification track designed to provide a pathway for future
success in technology courses and careers the mta program
curriculum helps instructors teach and validate fundamental
technology concepts and provides students with a foundation for
their careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in
advanced studies through the use of moac mta titles you can help
ensure your students future success in and out of the classroom
students will learn to configure and secure windows devices
access and manage data including cloud storage learn basics of
microsoft cloud services including microsoft azure and microsoft
intune and learn about enterprise mobility including bring your
own device policies

Windows Server 2016 Administration
Fundamentals
2012-11-18

the microsoft technology associate mta certification is an entry
level certification which serves as a good starting point for
students and educators who may eventually progress to the
microsoft technology specialist mcts or higher programs simply
put it assesses the foundational knowledge necessary to pursue
mcts mcitp or mcpd certifications the certification focuses more
on knowledge and a little less on skills however the knowledge
areas are all based on ms products so you must know those
products inside and out questions on the general knowledge are
relatively easy product and technology specific technical



questions however are way more difficult this is why we
developed this study product we focus on those difficult topics
that involve difficult technical skills we want you to be able to
answer these difficult questions and secure exam success
accordingly exam 98 366 networking fundamentals deals with the
basics of windows networking exam 98 367 security fundamentals
is designed to provide candidates with an assessment of their
knowledge of fundamental security concepts both exams share
many common knowledge topics so it makes sense to study both
together
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